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Diagnostic delay in axial spondylarthritis (axSpA) remains an un-
acceptable worldwide problem; with evidence suggesting signifi-
cant detrimental impact both clinically on the individual, and
economically on society. There is therefore, a need for global action
across various healthcare professions that come into contact with
patients living, and suffering, with undiagnosed axSpA. Recent
estimates of the median diagnostic delay suggest that globally,
individuals with axSpA wait between 2 and 6 years for a diagnosis
e revealing a clear benchmark for improvement. This timespan
presents a window of opportunity for earlier diagnosis and inter-
vention, which will likely improve patient outcomes. This review
describes the current diagnostic delay as estimated across coun-
tries and over time, before presenting evidence from published
strategies that may be implemented to improve this delay across
primary and secondary care, including for specialties treating
extra-musculoskeletal manifestations of axSpA (ophthalmology,
gastroenterology, dermatology). Ongoing campaigns tackling
delayed diagnosis in axSpA are also highlighted.
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Introduction

Delay to diagnosis in axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) remains an extensive worldwide problem; the
estimated mean diagnostic delay being 6.7 years globally [1]. With regard to the median, an individual
with axSpA will likely wait between 2 and 6 years for a diagnosisdproviding the rheumatology
community a clear benchmark of this unacceptable global problem [2]. This delay to diagnosis can have
a significant impact on those livingwith the condition, with evidence indicating that delay is associated
with increased likelihood for worse quality of life and negative psychological consequences, higher
disease activity, worse physical function, increased structural damage, poorer treatment response,
greater likelihood of work disability and higher direct and indirect healthcare costs compared to timely
diagnosis [3,4]. Fatigue, difficulty sleeping, and a prevalence of psychosomatic disorders have also been
associated with longer diagnostic delay in axSpA [5]. Growing evidence thus suggests that earlier
diagnosis and treatment facilitates better disease outcomes.

Qualitative studies have further highlighted the detrimental psychological consequences of diag-
nostic delay in axSpA. In a recent study in the US, most participants described significant suffering
before axSpA was diagnosed, which could have been avoided with earlier intervention and treatment
[6]. In particular, doctors “giving up” on attempting to determine an appropriate diagnosis left a
profoundly negative impact. Similarly, in other qualitative studies, patients have described having to
truly fight for their diagnosis, reporting of doctors minimizing or dismissing complaints about
symptoms or telling them that their issues were psychosomatic e resulting in distress, sadness,
frustration, and anger [7,8]. The emotional impact of having to repeatedly engage with healthcare
providers while describing hard-to-explain symptoms was evident, with the lack of diagnosis leading
to depression in some patients, and negatively impacting their relationships and professional lives [7].
Patients have reported not feeling “listened to” or “believed” about their symptoms, leading to feelings
of helplessness and in some cases resulting in patients withdrawing from care completely, further
increasing the diagnostic delay [9].

A recent systematic literature review (Yi et al., 2020) highlighted the need for further robust
research, to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the factors that contribute to diagnostic
delay in axSpA, and of the impact of this delay on disease burden across different countries and
healthcare settings [3]. In this 2020 review, a search for all original research articles published up to
July 2018 yielded 21 studies reporting associations of diagnostic delay with clinical (15 studies), eco-
nomic (9 studies), or humanistic (6 studies) burden, wherby only 4 studies included over 200 patients.
Across all studies, the majority of patients were male and exhibited radiographic disease. Due to the
limited number of identified studies and small sample sizes, a meaningful meta-analysis was not
possible. Data corresponding to economic and humanistic outcomes were particularly lacking. Further
studies exploring the long-term impact of diagnostic delay on the axSpA disease burden are therefore
warranted.

Although 2 recent systematic reviews have indicated potential improvements in the diagnostic
delay over recent decades, this delay remains unacceptably long and may have plateaued in recent
years [1,2]. There is therefore a need for global action and initiatives to strive to improve the long and
detrimental journey to diagnosis often experienced by patients, to likely result in improved outcomes.
In this review, we describe the current diagnostic delay as estimated across countries and over time,
before presenting published strategies for improving this delay. We also highlight ongoing campaigns
tackling delayed diagnosis in axSpA. Although diagnostic delay remains a topical and unacceptable
problem in axSpA, it is not a lost battle. It is thus our responsibility as clinicians to continue to strive
toward earlier diagnosis and treatment for people living with axSpA.

Diagnostic delay across countries and over time

A recent systematic review andmeta-analysis by Zhao et al. identified a total of 64 studies reporting
the mean diagnostic delay for axSpA [1]. Data were pooled to calculate a mean diagnostic delay of
6.7 years worldwide. The mean diagnostic delay did not differ significantly across regions. However,
when stratified by World Bank economic class, the high-income group demonstrated significantly
longer delays than those demonstrated by the upper-middle-income (by 2.5 years; P < 0.01) and lower-
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middle-income (by 3.7 years; P ¼ 0.03) countries. Of the countries in which 3 or more studies were
conducted (UK, Turkey, Italy, Iran, China), the UK was reported as having the longest mean diagnostic
delay (8.65 years, calculated from 9 studies), and China the shortest (4.32 years, estimated from 4
studies) (Fig. 1). The meta-analysis reported no meaningful change in diagnostic delay over time (using
the year of publication as a proxy for calendar time, due to the lack of reported recruitment period in
some studies). By country, this finding was consistent with results from the UK, France, and Germany.
However, the delay in diagnosis was reported to dramatically improve in 4 studies reporting diagnostic
delay over time in Japan (pre-vs post-2000: 7.5 vs 3.6 years), Italy (1990s vs 2000s: 7.4 vs 2.1 years),
Egypt (pre-vs post-2010: 11 vs 4.6 years), and Australia (pre-1978 vs 1978e1985, 1986e1993, and
1994e2005: 13.8 vs 9.4, 5.3, and 4.3, respectively).

A systematic review by Hay et al. recently explored the median diagnostic delay for axSpA [2].
Althoughmedian data cannot be pooled formeta-analysis, it is generally recommended for the analysis
of skewed data, whereby diagnostic delay data is known to be skewed by outliers, resulting in a mean
that is inflated above the median by a high proportion of individuals with extremely long delays. Zhao
et al. justified their use of mean values in order to conduct a meta-analysis, and because reporting the
median takes the emphasis away from people with unusually long diagnostic delays, thus reducing the
emphasis placed on precisely those individuals who require an improvement in diagnosis. Across the
25 studies included by Hay et al. although one study in Denmark reported amedian delay of 0.67 years,
the vast majority (80%) reported diagnostic delays of 2e6 years. Of note, methodological concerns have
been highlighted regarding the study from Denmark, which might have skewed the results to reflect
the shorter delay of 0.67 years [10]. The remaining 3 studies in South Korea, Czech Republic and
Norway, reportedmedian diagnostic delays of 8, 7.5, and 7 years, respectively. The authors propose that
evidence from an included study by Garrido-Cumbrera et al. (2019) supports the suggestion that a 2e6
year diagnostic delay range is “typical,” as this large study of 2,846 patients across 13 European
countries found a median delay of 4 years (mean delay: 7.4 years) in 2017e2018. Estimates from 4
studies reporting themedian diagnostic delay over time (conducted in Italy [published in 2012], the UK
[published in 1988], Australia [published in 2008], and the US [published in 2015]) suggest that
diagnostic delay has been reducing since the mid-20th century e potentially due to increased disease
awareness and understanding, and advances in diagnostic imaging technology, specifically in magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).

Beyond the aforementioned 2 systematic reviews, studies from China [11] and the UK [12] have re-
ported changes in diagnostic delay over time. In the UK, data from 12,333 patients diagnosed with
ankylosing spondylitis (AS) in the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) revealed an increase in
median time from first coded non-specific back pain symptom to diagnosis between 1998 and 2017, from
3.62 to 8.31 years [12]. The time to diagnosis was longer inwomen than inmene 6.71 versus 5.65 years,
respectively. These findings are consistent with those derived fromUK survey data; revealing an increase
inmedian diagnostic delay from 6 to 8.5 years between 2010 and 2016 [13,14]. In contrast, a single-center
study of 566 patients in China diagnosed with axSpA demonstrated an improvement in median diag-
nostic delay (time from the first symptoms to the correct diagnosis) after the introduction of the 2009
Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society (ASAS) criteria, from 4.5 to 1.1 years [11].

Two recent studies report variations in diagnostic delay between countries. A survey study reported
that the mean time from the onset of symptoms to the final axSpA diagnosis was longer in Central
Eastern European countries compared to that in the US (4.2 vs. 2.7 years, P < 0.05) [15]. Within Europe,
a study reporting the results of two surveys (European Map of Axial Spondyloarthritis [EMAS] and the
Atlas of Axial Spondyloarthritis in Spain) suggested a greatermean diagnostic delay in Spanish patients
compared to those reported in other European countries (8.5 vs. 7.2 years; P < 0.001) [16].

Several factors have been independently associatedwith a longer diagnostic delay: including female
sex, HLA-B27 negativity, presence of psoriasis, and young age at symptom onset [17,18]. Presence of
peripheral arthritis and IBD have been associatedwith earlier diagnosis [19e21]. However, results from
the aforementioned systematic reviews (Zhao et al., 2021; Hay et al., 2022) suggest that the extent (if at
all) to and direction with which these factors are associated with diagnostic delay differs between
countries, potentially indicating differing diagnostic practices [1,2]. Zhao et al. reported conflicting
associations of gender, HLA-B27 and peripheral arthritis with diagnostic delay. The consensus was
better regarding the absence of extra-musculoskeletal manifestations (EMMs), lower educational
3



Fig. 1. Mean diagnostic delay across World Health Organization regions and countries, as estimated by Zhao et al., 2021 [1]
n studies were included to calculate the estimates: Europe (n ¼ 39), West Pacific (n ¼ 9), Eastern Mediterranean (n ¼ 8), Americas (n ¼ 5), Southeast Asia (n ¼ 3); Turkey (n ¼ 10), UK (n ¼ 9), Iran
(n ¼ 4), China (n ¼ 4), Italy (n ¼ 3).
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attainment, and younger age of onset e all associated with longer diagnostic delays. Hay et al. reported
that only gender (20 studies) and family history of axSpA (5 studies) were associated with sufficient
data concordance to explore their association with diagnostic delay; whereby non-significant re-
lationships were reported across the majority of studies. These two reviews indicated contradictory or
limited evidence supporting the associations between patient characteristics and diagnostic delay, and
further research is required to establish with greater certainty the patient groups most vulnerable to
experiencing diagnostic delay. Nevertheless, results from the EMAS 2017e2018 survey study revealed a
much longer and arduous journey to diagnosis in females with axSpA across Europe, with a higher
number of visits to physiotherapists and osteopaths before being diagnosed, and lower proportion of
HLA-B27-positive patients [22]. EMAS females also reported higher disease activity, greater psycho-
logical distress, and greater use of alternative therapies. The greater delay to diagnosis in females may
be due to possible bias from physicians (AS historically thought of as a predominantly male disease), or
different pattern of clinical presentations across gendersdfemales typically more arthritis than
enthesitis-related symptomatology, and less likely to test positive in HLA-B27 or imaging in-
vestigations [22,23]. It is thus crucial to sensitize physicians to gender differences in axSpA presen-
tation and disease course, in order to prompt earlier referral to a rheumatologist.

Published strategies to improve diagnostic delay e window of opportunity

Recent evidence has highlighted shortcomings at both the primary and secondary care level, which
contribute to the delayed diagnosis of axSpA [24,25]. Indeed, 62% of patients report contacting a
healthcare practitioner within the first year of developing axSpA symptoms [13], thus significant
diagnostic delay occurs after presentation to a healthcare provider. Despite the existence of various
published guidelines for appropriate referral and investigations in patients with chronic lower back
pain (CLBP), recommendations are not always implemented in clinical practice; especially referral for
appropriate imaging when axSpA is suspected [24,26,27]. Evidence suggests that the knowledge,
awareness, and confidence in assessing and identifying the key features and risk factors of suspected
axSpA is often poor among healthcare professionals (HCPs) across primary and secondary care
[28e33], even among musculoskeletal radiologists who are often responsible for acquiring and
interpreting imaging results [27,34,35].

Nevertheless, these shortcomings represent a window of opportunity for the improved recognition,
referral, and ultimately diagnosis of axSpA. Fig. 2 provides a high-level summary of the unique chal-
lenges to prompt referral, diagnosis, and treatment initiation in axSpA, as well as proposed solutions to
overcome these challenges. Far-reaching mobilization, education, and training are required across the
various healthcare professions that come into contact with patients living with and suffering from
undiagnosed axSpAdfrom HCPs in primary care to whom patients with chronic back pain (CBP) will
likely first present, all the way to the specialist physiotherapists, musculoskeletal radiologists and
rheumatologists ultimately involved in triage and diagnosis of axSpA (Fig. 3). It is also important to
note that whilst the implementation of simple, non-burdensome tools, algorithms and referral stra-
tegies will be critical for reducing diagnostic delay in axSpA, we must ensure a balance between not
missing suspected axSpA diagnoses, versus not overwhelming rheumatology services with inappro-
priate referrals.Wemust also remain vigilant regarding the potential over-diagnosis of axSpA; it is thus
important to recognize other conditions that may present with similar symptoms or provide an
alternative diagnosis, in order to prevent potential misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment [36,37].

Improved referral via primary care

Most patients experiencing CLBP or other axSpA symptomswill initially seek care from primary care
physicians such as general physicians (GPs), physiotherapists, or complementary/alternative medicine
practitioners (e.g., acupuncturists, chiropractors, osteopaths, massage therapists), only stimulating
rheumatology referral if displaying musculoskeletal symptoms or features indicating rheumatological
disease. It is therefore crucial for HCPs in primary care to be aware of and be able to recognize the
hallmark features of axSpA. However, distinguishing axSpA from other forms of CLBP, an extremely
common musculoskeletal complaint, can be challenging [29,31,33,38e41]. Evidence suggests that this
5



Fig. 2. Challenges and proposed solutions to improve diagnostic delay in axSpA.
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Fig. 3. Recommended strategies to improve diagnostic delay in axSpA, by care level.
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challenge is exacerbated by a concerning lack of awareness of axSpA features/EMMs among primary
care professionals, and common myths regarding axSpA are still prevalent (e.g., axSpA as a predomi-
nantly male disease, or misplaced importance/requirement of positive inflammatorymarkers/HLA-B27
to suspect axSpA) [29,30,33,39,41,42]. Collaboration between practitioners may also be lacking. In a
recent UK survey, chiropractors and osteopaths reported that the main perceived barrier to subsequent
rheumatology referral was reluctance by the GP to accept their professional opinion [30].

Education and training
Education and training of GPs has been found to substantially improve the recognition and referral

of patients with suspected axSpA [43,44]. A recent multi-center study conducted in the Netherlands
demonstrated >40% improvement in referral after receiving SpA education/training [43]. Among UK
physiotherapists, Steen et al. (2021) demonstrated that good awareness of national SpA guidance and
continued professional development were associated with better awareness and knowledge of axSpA
features [33]. A follow-up study published in 2023 demonstrated improved knowledge/awareness of
axSpA features compared to those reported in the aforementioned 2021 study, likely reflecting the
increased professional education on axSpA in recent years in the UK (largely pioneered and led by the
National Axial Spondyloarthritis Society, NASS, see section: Campaigns tackling diagnostic delay) and
widespread introduction of first contact practitioners (FCPs), who are key in supporting earlier
recognition in UK primary care [42]. Finally, peripheral disease has been associated with reduced
diagnostic delay in axSpA [19e21] e likely due to the fact that GPs have been trained and consistently
prompted via early arthritis initiatives about the importance of early referral for patients with swollen
joints [19]. This evidence indicates the potential impact that primary care education and training
programs could have on reducing diagnostic delay in axSpA, through ensuring that axSpA remains a
higher priority in practitioner's clinical reasoning. The effectiveness of such initiatives should be
further investigated (and disseminated) through future research, to facilitate knowledge sharing and to
help justify their wider implementation.

Referral strategies and algorithms
There are an extensive number of published referral strategies for patients with suspected axSpA,

developed for and tested within primary care settings (Table 1, although the performance of imaging
for suspected axSpA is generally not recommended in primary care) [45,46]. These strategies attempt
to strike a delicate balance between not missing suspected axSpA diagnoses, while not overwhelming
rheumatology with inappropriate referrals. The most appropriate/preferred referral strategy and
criteria will vary depending on the local setting and service availability. Simpler strategies will likely
yield better uptake, and prevent delays caused by the use of unnecessary resources in primary care or
challenges interpreting tests that may be better implemented and interpreted in rheumatology [41,45].

Most of the published referral algorithms use inflammatory back pain (IBP) as a cornerstone cri-
terion for referral; whereby the presence of IBP should indicate referral to rheumatology. However, it is
important to note that although IBP is an important feature for the screening of axSpA in primary care,
it is estimated that only 75% of patients with axSpA present with typical IBP symptoms [45]. Absence of
IBP thus does not necessarily exclude a suspected diagnosis of axSpA. As a heterogeneous disease with
differing presentations and lack of diagnostic criteria, knowledge of all hallmark axSpA features is vital
to facilitate early identification and referral, again highlighting the importance of education and
training for HCPs throughout primary and secondary care. It is also worth noting that low awareness of
the differences betweenmechanical and IBP has been reported across both primary and secondary care
e likely contributing to delayed diagnosis for axSpA [29,31,33,38e41].

Online tools and electronic health record prompts
To our knowledge, there is little published evidence regarding the implementation of online tools

and automated electronic health record (EHR) flags/prompts (based on presence of key axSpA/IBP
features) to aid the identification of suspected axSpA in primary care e highlighting a gap for future
research. Nevertheless, in the UK examples such as the PRIMIS pop-up alert tool (https://www.
nottingham.ac.uk/primis/projects/axspa.aspx) and online SPADE tool (SPondyloArthritis Diagnosis
Evaluation tool - http://www.spadetool.co.uk/), could be useful in supporting primary care providers
8
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Table 1
Summary of published axSpA referral strategies developed for use in primary care settings, and number of patients diagnosed
with axSpA in their respective validation studies.

Strategy Clinical parameters Laboratory or
imaging
parameters

Referral rule Patients diagnosed
with axSpA/referred

Brandt I
Germany, 2007

$ IBP defined by: (�1/3)
- Morning stiffness >30 min -
Pain at night/early morning -
Improvement with exercise

HLA-B27
Sacroiliitis (imaging
not recommended
in primary care)

�1/3 159/350
45%

Brandt II
Germany, 2007

$ IBP defined by: (�2/3)
- Morning stiffness >30 min -
Pain at night/early morning
- Improvement with exercise

HLA-B27
Sacroiliitis

�2/3

Brandt III
Germany, 2007

$ IBP defined by: (�3/3)
- Morning stiffness >30 min -
Pain at night/early morning
- Improvement with exercise

HLA-B27
Sacroiliitis

�3/3

Hermann
Austria, 2009

$ IBP defined by Calin
classification criteria: (�4/5):
- Persistent back pain for �3
months
- Age of onset <40 years
- Insidious onset of back pain
- Back pain relieved by exercise
- Back stiffness especially in the
morning

1/1 30/92
33%

MASTER Germany,
2011

$ IBP defined by:
- Morning stiffness in lower
part of the spine >30 min
- Improvement with exercise
not with rest
- Waking at night due to back
pain, which improves with
exercise
$ Good response to NSAIDs
$ Family history of AS

HLA-B27
Sacroiliitis on
imaging

�2/5 90/242
37%

Braun IBP Germany,
2011

$ IBP defined by:
- Improvement with exercise
not with rest
- Waking in second half of the
night
- Alternating buttock pain
$ Good response to NSAIDs
$ CBP onset �35 years

�2/5 113/322
35%

RADAR
International,
2013

$ IBP defined by any set of
criteria
$ Good response to NSAIDs
$ Family history of SpA
$ EMMs

HLA-B27
Sacroiliitis on
imaging

�2/6 226/568
40%

RADAR 2/3
International,
2013

$ IBP defined by any set of
criteria
$ Good response to NSAIDs
$ EMMs

�2/3 226/568
40%

Braun 2-step
Germany, 2013

$ IBP defined by:
- Improvement with exercise
not with rest
- Buttock pain
$ Psoriasis

HLA-B27 (only
if � 1/3 clinical
parameters þ)

�2 or HLA- B27þ 342/950
36%

CaFaSpA
The Netherlands,

2014

$ IBP defined by the ASAS
criteria: (�4/5)
- Age of onset <40 years
- Insidious onset

�1/3 87/364
24%

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )

Strategy Clinical parameters Laboratory or
imaging
parameters

Referral rule Patients diagnosed
with axSpA/referred

- Improvement with exercise
- No improvement with rest
- Pain at night (with
improvement on getting up)
$ Good response to NSAIDs
$ Family history of SpA

ASAS International,
2015

$ IBP defined by any set of
criteria, preferably ASAS
$ Good response to NSAIDs
$ Family history of SpA
$ EMMs
$ Peripheral manifestations
(arthritis, enthesitis and/or
dactylitis)

HLA-B27
Elevated acute-
phase reactants
Sacroiliitis

�1/8

NICE Clinical
Guideline

UK, 2017

$ Low back pain onset <35 years
$ Improvement with exercise
not with rest
$ Waking at night due to
symptoms
$ Buttock pain
$ Good response to NSAIDs
within 48 h
$ Family history of SpA
$ Current or past arthritis
$ Current or past enthesitis
$ Current or past psoriasis

HLA-B27
(prescribed only if
exactly 3 clinical
parameters þ)

�4 or 3 and HLA-
B27þ

All primary care referral strategies require presence of chronic back pain (>3 months), with an age of onset <45 years. Of note,
performance of imaging is not generally recommended in primary care for suspected axSpA.
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in identifying and referring suspected axSpA. The implementation of such tools should be underpinned
by robust data collection, to evaluate their impact and collate an evidence base for others to draw upon.

Several recent studies have explored the application of machine learning algorithms to predict/
identify diagnoses of axSpA within administrative claims and EHR data [47e51]. Although showing
good predictive value in test data with artificially high prevalence and useful for understanding and
profiling the characteristics of patients who develop axSpA, when applied to a population with low
prevalence rates (such as primary care), the positive predictive value can be low and multiple models
may be required to more effectively identify suspected axSpA [48]. While not yet implementable in
clinical practice, such advances may provide a future avenue for the improved identification of sus-
pected axSpA, and ultimately hasten diagnosis by a rheumatologist.

Whilst the focus of this article is on physician-based strategies to improve axSpA diagnosis, it is
worth mentioning the recent development of online patient symptom checkers and self-referral tools
to support prompt referral of suspected axSpA to rheumatology for further investigation. An online
patient self-referral tool was recently developed and evaluated by Proft et al. in Germany, as part of the
Optimal Referral Strategy for Early Diagnosis of Axial Spondyloarthritis (OptiRef) study [52]. The online
tool was developed in alignment with the ASAS recommendations for rheumatology referral of pa-
tients with CBP and axSpA features [46]. Patients were asked 13 questions pertaining to CBP, IBP, and
other indicators of SpA. To prompt rheumatology referral, patients had to report CBP (lasting >3
months) with an age of onset <45 years, and at least one additional IBP (slow onset, morning stiffness,
improvement with exercise but not with rest, night-time waking due to pain, or alternating buttock
pain) or axSpA feature (pain improvement with NSAID use, tendonitis, HLA-B27 positivity, raised in-
flammatory markers with no alternative explanation such as infection, presence of axSpA EMM [acute
anterior uveitis [AAU], psoriasis, or inflammatory bowel disease [IBD]], or a family history of AS,
psoriasis, or IBD). Proft et al. compared the performance of the novel self-referral tool, with perfor-
mance of the established physician-based Berlin tool (Table 1, Brandt I), whereby 19.4% (35/180) of self-
10
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referred patients were ultimately diagnosed with axSpA. This figure was, expectedly, less than the
39.2% (71/181) of physician-referred patients, but substantially greater than the assumed 5% proba-
bility of axSpA among patients with CBP. Of note, the self-referral tool had been developed in order to
maximize sensitivity; only requiring fulfillment of one IBP or axSpA feature in patients with CBP with
an age of onset <45 years to trigger rheumatology referral. The requirement of�2 IBP features and one
SpA parameter could improve the specificity and reduce the number of patients referred to rheuma-
tology. However, the authors estimate that this approach would miss approximately 10% of diagnoses.
True estimation of the sensitivity of the tool and the proportion of SpA patients missed was not
possible, as patients who did not fulfill the self-referral criteria were not evaluated.

Other online symptom checkers are available for use by the public (e.g., https://www.actonaxialspa.
com/symptoms-checker/; https://monsterpainintheas.com/; https://spondylitis.org/about-spondylitis/
could-i-have-spondyloarthritis/), although these were developed by charities/patient organizations
and do not prompt direct referral to a rheumatologist. Whilst potentially useful for patients, primary
care physicians have expressed concern that patients using an online screening tool may request
unnecessary referrals [41].

Implementation of local pathways for referral
Implementation of clear, appropriate healthcare infrastructure and referral pathways within local

settings are critical to operationalize existing proposed referral algorithms/strategies and facilitate
prompt referral of suspected axSpA to rheumatology for further investigation. Exact management
pathways and recommended investigations prior to referral will vary between and within countries,
and be specific to the very local context in many cases. All HCPs within primary care should be aware of
their local processes and pathways for referring suspected axSpA or IBP to rheumatology. Primary care
service providers (such as GP practices and musculoskeletal interface services, physiotherapy services)
should ensure that all practicing HCPs within the service are aware of the signs, symptoms, and risk
factors of SpA or IBP, andwork with local rheumatology services to develop appropriate referral criteria
and pathways. Development of clear graphics, handouts, or digital reminders of these pathways can be
useful e see examples for the Low Back Assessment Clinical Pathway in Alberta, Canada (https://www.
albertahealthservices.ca/assets/about/scn/ahs-scn-bjh-spine-low-back-assess-clinical-pathways.pdf);
IBP Pathway in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly, UK (https://rms.cornwall.nhs.uk/primary_care_clinical_
referral_criteria/primary_care_clinical_referral_criteria/rheumatology/inflammatory_back_pain_in_
adults); National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance for primary care e

identifying and referring SpA, UK (https://www.bmj.com/content/bmj/suppl/2017/02/28/bmj.j839.
DC1/mcak020217.wi.pdf) [53]).

Improved referral via secondary care specialists treating EMMs

Although primarily affecting the axial skeleton and sacroiliac joints, axSpA is frequently associated
with a number of peripheral (arthritis, enthesitis and dactylitis) and EMMs e including AAU, psoriasis,
and IBD. Ophthalmologists, dermatologists and gastroenterologists are thus in a strategic position to
screen patients living with EMMs and at-risk of axSpA.

Within the multicenter Screening for AxSpA in Psoriasis, Iritis, and Colitis (SAPSIC) cohort, almost
half of patients with psoriasis, AAU or colitis �45 years of age with �3 months undiagnosed back pain
were diagnosed with axSpA when using a 3-stage evaluation approach comprising clinical evaluation,
laboratory tests (HLA-B27, CRP) and radiography, and MRI [54]. 68.7% were diagnosed after the clinical
evaluation alone [55]. Closer collaboration is thus recommended between rheumatology and spe-
cialists presentedwith EMMs (e.g. ophthalmology, gastroenterology, dermatology); to improve referral
of suspected axSpA to rheumatology.

Several different tools and referral strategies/algorithms have been tested and published within
these specialist care settings (Table 2). A referral strategy of all patients treated for EMMs reporting CBP
with an age of onset <45 years could be the preferred strategy, to reduce the need for imaging/genetic
testing outside of rheumatology. However, the exact strategy will vary depending on what is most
appropriate in that specific healthcare setting/local context. As for primary care service providers,
ophthalmology, dermatology and gastroenterology service providers should ensure that treating HCPs
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Table 2
Summary of published axSpA referral tools and strategies developed for use in secondary care settings treating EMMs.

Strategy Referral algorithm/tool Sensitivity Specificity Likelihood ratio
(LR) or area under
curve (AUC)

Patients diagnosed
with axSpA/referred

AAU DUET algorithm
Ireland, 2015

$ Chronic back pain (>3 months) with
an age of onset <45years OR those with
joint pain requiring medical care
AND
$ HLAeB27þ OR psoriasis

96% in validation cohort
(52.9% England, Sykes
2018; 77.9% Germany,
Rademacher
2022)

97% in validation
cohort
(67.9% England,
Sykes 2018; 42.2%
Germany,
Rademacher
2022)

- positive LR 41.5
- negative LR 0.03
(positive LR 1.3,
negative LR 0.5
Germany,
Rademacher
2022)

29/72
40%

SENTINEL
Spain, 2016

$ HLAeB27þ OR HLA-B27- with more
than 1 episode of AU separated by at
least 3 months

401/798 (50.2%) axSpA,
140/798 (17.5%)
peripheral SpA
HLA-B27þ more
frequently diagnosed
with axial (69.8% vs.
27.3%, P < 0.0001) and
peripheral SpA (21.9% vs.
11.1%, P < 0.0001)

ASAS
International, 2015
(assessed in England,
Sykes 2018;
Netherlands, Bentum
2022; Germany,
Rademacher
2022)

$ Chronic back pain (>3 months) with
an age of onset <45 years

- 79.8% (Germany,
Rademacher
2022)

- 27.7% (Germany,
Rademacher
2022)

- positive LR 1.1,
negative LR 0.7
(Germany,
Rademacher
2022)

- 17/73, 23.3% (England,
Sykes 2018)
- 19/81
23% definite axSpA (10/
19 AS); 32/81 40%
suspected axSpA
(Netherlands, Bentum
2022)

Rademacher
Germany, 2022

$ None e all patients with AAU referred 106/189
56%

IBD TASQ-IBD
Canada, 2013
Not validated, and only
tested in sample of
axSpA patients

$ Chronic back pain or stiffness
persisting for �3 months AND
$ 16 questions regarding IBD, back pain
and stiffness, extra-axial features
No referral rule e TBD during validation

Queiro Axial
Spain, 2018

$ Aged �45 AND
�2/3:
$ Back pain
$ Morning stiffness in back �30 min
$ Current or ever waking/interrupted

87.5%, 89.8% LR 8.6 24/30 (diagnosed with
axial inflammatory
arthritis, not axSpA)
80%
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sleep due to
back pain

Queiro Peripheral
Spain, 2018

$ Aged �45 AND
�2/3:
$ Joint pain
$ Morning stiffness in joints �30 min
$ Current or ever swollen joints

82.8% 87.4% LR 6.6 26/36 (diagnosed with
peripheral
inflammatory arthritis,
not axSpA)
72%

IBIS-Q
Italy, 2020

$ Chronic joint symptoms (for �3
months) AND
�3/14 ever:
$ Heel pain
$ Back pain �3 months, not injury
related
$ Swollen wrist without trauma
$ Night waking and walking due to back
pain
$ Morning stiffness in back >30 min
$ Stiff neck for weeks
$ Pain in thigh to knee
$ Difficulty picking things up from floor
without flexing knees
$ Dactylitis (fingers) lasting days
$ Difficulty tying laces
$ Difficulty buttoning shirt
$ Difficulty walking due to foot pain
$ Swollen, painful hands
$ Swollen, painful feet

92.7% 76.8% AUC 0.88
positive predictive
value 77%

56/181 with chronic
joint symptoms
30%

DETAIL
Italy, 2021

�3/6:
$ Finger, toe, and/or other joint swollen,
painful ever
$ Occasional dactylitis
$ Heel pain ever
$ Back pain ever �3 months, not injury
related
$ Low back pain in morning and/or after
resting, improves with exercise
$ Night waking due to low back pain

Post-test
probability of SpA
of 80% or more

Lim
UK, 2022

$ Patients with CT-identified sacroiliitis
AND
$ Chronic back pain (>3 months) and
age of onset <45

11/27 with sacroiliitis
40.7%

Lim
UK, 2023

$ Chronic back pain (>3 months) and
age of onset <45

4/82
4.9%

(continued on next page)
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Table 2 (continued )

Strategy Referral algorithm/tool Sensitivity Specificity Likelihood ratio
(LR) or area under
curve (AUC)

Patients diagnosed
with axSpA/referred

(equivalent to ASAS
International, 2015)
ProSpA-CD
UK, 2022

$ Evidence of axSpA via scoring system
on MRE images

0.60 0.85 AUC 0.78

Psoriasis Proft
Germany, 2022

$ Chronic back pain (�3 months) and
age of onset <45 AND
$ No treatment with biologics or
targeted synthetic DMARD within last
12 weeks

14/100 (diagnosed with
axSpA e 9 fulfilling
ASAS criteria for axSpA,
13 fulfilling CASPAR for
PsA)

CBP presenting to
physical medicine
and rehabilitation
physicians,
orthopedists,
ophthalmologists

SUSPECT
Belgium, 2017

$ Chronic back pain (�3 months) with
onset <45 years and back pain at night
AND
$ 1 ASAS SpA feature AND
$ �4/5:
$ Onset <40 years
$ Insidious onset
$ Improvement with exercise
$ No improvement with rest
$ Pain at night (improvement by getting
up)

37/85
43.5% (15 had not met
the referral criteria, but
were referred based on
clinical judgment)
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are aware of SpA features, and develop referral criteria/pathways in collaboration with local rheu-
matology services. Knowledge of axSpA EMMs is continually advancing and specialists should remain
up-to-date with the latest research. Within dermatology, hidradenitis suppurativa (acne inversa) has
been newly associated with axSpA as a possible EMM [56,57].

Acute anterior uveitis
Prevalence estimates for SpA within AAU patients varies greatly between studies, from 20% to 78%,

due to variations in study design, evaluation approach and characteristics of the AAU source population
[58e68].

Different screening and referral strategies have been proposed for suspected axSpA in AAU. The
Dublin Uveitis Evaluation Tool (DUET) algorithm developed by Haroon et al. prompts referral to
rheumatology in AAU patients with CBP (>3months) with an age of onset <45 years or thosewith joint
pain requiring medical care, if testing positive for HLAeB27 or with presence of psoriasis [66]. The
DUET algorithm reported high sensitivity and specificity (96% and 97% respectively, positive likelihood
ratio 41.5 and negative likelihood ratio 0.03) for diagnosing SpA. Nevertheless, due to the high prev-
alence of axSpA among individuals presenting with AAU, other authors recommend that all patients
with AAU and CBP with an age of onset <45 years should be referred to rheumatology, irrespective of
HLA-B27 status [67,68]. This is in alignment with ASAS recommendations for the referral of patients
with suspected axSpA by nonerheumatology specialists [46]. Sykes et al. estimated that in their cohort
of AAU patients in Norwich, England, the sensitivity and specificity of the DUET algorithm were 52.9%
and 67.9%, respectivelye highlighting the variation in algorithm appropriateness based on local setting
[67]. Almost half of new diagnoses referred via ASAS criteria were HLA-B27 negative without psoriasis
or history of joint pains requiring a medical visit, and thus would have been missed via the DUET al-
gorithm. A recent study by Rademacher et al. (2022) recommended that all AAU patients experiencing
musculoskeletal symptoms should be referred to rheumatology for further evaluation, and that
rheumatologists should consider that SpA may present atypically in AAU patients; with no/mild back
pain starting >45 years, lasting for <3 months [58]. In this study, >20% of AAU patients ultimately
diagnosed with SpA would have been missed if using the DUET (sensitivity 77.9%, specificity 42.2%) or
ASAS (sensitivity 79.8%, specificity 27.7%) strategies.

Inflammatory bowel disease
A 2016 systematic review andmeta-analysis reported that SpAmay occur in up to 13% of individuals

with IBD [69]. However, a more recent systematic review and meta-analysis (2019) highlighted the
need for larger, more robust study designs harnessing sensitive imaging techniques and multivariable
modeling to provide more accurate estimates [70]. Pooled prevalence of sacroiliitis, the most
commonly reported axSpA feature, in IBD was reported as 21.0% (95% confidence interval, 17e26%;
range 2%e68%) [70].

In the UK, a recent study by Lim et al. harnessed a validated computed tomography screening tool to
prospectively identify sacroiliitis [71]. All patients with sacroiliitis were sent a screening questionnaire,
with self-reported CBP (>3 months) and age of onset <45 years indicating rheumatology review. Of 27
patients with sacroiliitis, just 5 did not report CBP with an age of onset <45 years. 8 had a pre-existing
axSpA diagnosis, and 3 had undiagnosed axSpA; thus, a total of 40.7% (11/27) had a rheumatologist-
verified axSpA diagnosis.

A recent study explored the potential of magnetic resonance enterography (MRE) as a screening tool
for axSpA in patients with IBD (ProSpA-CD) [72]. The authors concluded that MRE had good specificity
(0.85), but poor sensitivity (0.60), suggesting that its use as a screening tool is limited. No significant
association was found between the location of Crohn's disease or the presence of extra-intestinal
manifestations and the occurrence of axSpA.

Two studies have been published in Italy, developing and testing novel screening questionnaires
(IBIS-Q, DETAIL) to identify SpA in IBD, without the need for imaging prior to rheumatology referral.
The IBIS-Q (IBD Identification of Spondyloarthritis Questionnaire, 14 items) was recently developed to
identify SpA in IBD patients within an integrated combined multidisciplinary rheumatological-
gastroenterology clinic [73]. The IBIS-Q could be completed quickly (maximum 5 minutes), and per-
formed well for detection of axial and peripheral SpA (area under the curve 0.88 with 95% confidence
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interval 0.83e0.93). A cut-off of 3 positive questions had a sensitivity of 92.7% and specificity of 76.8%,
although further validation is needed. The DETection of Arthritis in Inflammatory bowel diseases
(DETAIL, 6-items) questionnaire was recently validated in a multicenter cohort of patients with IBD
enrolled at 11 gastroenterology units, whereby the combination of at least 3 questions yielded a post-
test probability of SpA �80% [74]. The questionnaire was quick to administer (range 0.6e2.2 minutes),
however, the presence of alternative diagnoses (e.g., osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia) represented a minor
confounder. In Spain, Queiro et al. have proposed 2 promising, short screening questionnaires (3-items)
to detect axial and peripheral inflammatory arthritis in patients with IBD [75]. The axial questionnaire
yielded sensitivity of 87.5%, specificity of 89.8% and likelihood ratio of 8.6 in a population aged �45
years. For the peripheral questionnaire, the sensitivity, specificity and likelihood ratio were 82.8%,
87.4%, and 6.6, respectively.

Psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis
Although psoriasis is a frequent EMM of axSpA (prevalence estimated at 9.3% [76]), studies

reporting prevalence of undiagnosed axSpA within psoriasis patients are lacking, outside of the
aforementioned SASPIC cohort. With regards to psoriatic arthritis (PsA), depending on the definition
used, evidence suggests that between 20% and 70% of individuals with PsA may experience axial
disease (axPsA) [77e79]. In the ADIPSA (Axial Disease In PSoriatic Arthritis) study, 23.9% (49/201) of
PsA patients fulfilled Modified New York criteria for AS; 72% (85/118) of psoriatic SpA cases and 7% (9/
127) of peripheral PsA cases fulfilled the ASAS clinical or radiographic imaging criteria (full criteria not
assessed due to lack of MRI) [79].

Until recently, algorithms for identifying axial involvement in psoriasis patients were lacking.
However, a simple dermatologist-centered screening tool has recently been proposed in a study by
Proft et al. in Germany, to identify suspected PsA and axPsA [80]. Patients were eligible for rheuma-
tology referral if aged �18 years, with a confirmed diagnosis of psoriasis, CBP (�3 months) with onset
<45 years, and no treatment with biologic/targeted synthetic DMARD within the last 12 weeks. Of
those qualifying for referral, 14% (14/100, including 3 with axial and peripheral involvement) were
ultimately diagnosed with axPsA by the treating rheumatologist after clinical examination and inter-
rogation of imaging, genetic and laboratory results. All patients with axPsA presented with active
inflammatory and/or structural changes in the sacroiliac joints and/or spine on imaging. ASAS criteria
for axSpA were fulfilled in 9/14 (64.3%) axPsA patients. 5% (5/100) of those referred were diagnosed
with peripheral PsA solely. Of these 19 patients diagnosed with PsA, all but one (with axPsA) fulfilled
the CASPAR (Classification Criteria for Psoriatic Arthritis) criteria for PsA.

A consensus definition of axPsA remains lacking, as do robust longitudinal evaluations and com-
parisons of the natural history of varying axSpA/axPsA/peripheral PsA disease entities, which should be
a priority on the future research agenda [81]. Recent work from Regierer et al. in Germany suggests that
axPsA (fulfilling clinical and/or imaging definitions) differs significantly from axSpA þ psoriasis in its
clinical manifestations and thus the two should be considered distinct entities [82].

Improved assessment in rheumatology

Uptake of existing diagnostic algorithms to support clinical judgment
Although improved identification and referral of axSpA in primary and secondary carewill no doubt

reduce diagnostic delay in axSpA, swift referral to rheumatology does not guarantee swift diagnosis.
The complex, heterogeneous nature of the disease makes diagnosis challenging, and there is no single
definitive test or diagnostic criteria that can be used for axSpA. Diagnosis must be led by clinical
judgment, informed by physical examination, investigations such as blood tests (for inflammatory
markers, HLA-B27) and imaging (x-rays and MRI scans), and interpretation of reported symptoms and
clinical history. Nevertheless, uptake of existing, practical, evidence-based algorithms, may be useful to
inform diagnostic investigations (e.g., Carvalho & Machado, 2019 [83]). The OptiRef study in Germany
has recently informed development of a data-driven calculator that can be used by rheumatologists to
support a diagnosis through estimating disease probability, based on presence or absence of clinical,
laboratory and imaging parameters and anticipated local prevalence of axSpA in those referred
(https://www.axspa.de/calculator.html) [84].
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Uptake of recommendations for acquisition and interpretation of imaging
Interpretation of MRI remains challenging in suspected axSpA, and will depend on the expertise of

the radiologist. Promising evidence from the UK suggests that development and uptake of consensus
imaging recommendations is likely to improve/standardize acquisition and interpretation of appro-
priate imaging in suspected axSpA, and thus facilitate more timely axSpA diagnosis (Table 3)
[27,35,85e89]. Close collaboration between rheumatologists and musculoskeletal radiologists is vital
[34,86], and additional training of rheumatologists and radiologists may be required [90]. The
implementation of specialist axSpA clinics that regularly collaborate with specialist musculoskeletal
radiologists would improve awareness of axSpA features and implementation of rheumatology/radi-
ologymultidisciplinary teams are useful for discussing challenging cases [71,88,89]. ASAS have recently
developed consensus recommendations to improve and standardize communication between radi-
ologists and rheumatologists around requesting and reporting imaging in suspected axSpA, to improve
diagnoses [85]. Future solutions to support the interpretation of imaging may include a move towards
the use quantitative imaging biomarkers or the development of algorithms/tools to support the semi-
automated detection of key axSpA features [91e95]. However, further research is needed before they
can be translated to or used in clinical practice.
Table 3
Improvements in UK rheumatology/radiology services following the introduction of national consensus imaging recommen-
dations for axSpA [86].

Pre-BRITSpA consensus imaging recommendations
[27,35,87]

Post-BRITSpA consensus imaging recommendations NASS
2023 report [88,89]

� In 2017, of 269 surveyed radiologists, just 75%were aware
of the term axSpA; 31% and 25% were aware of ASAS defi-
nitions for positive MRI of the sacroiliac joints and spine,
respectively [87]
� In 2016, a survey indicated that just one-third of
musculoskeletal radiologists performed the EULAR-
recommended MRI protocol for axSpA [27,35]

Promising improvements versus 2016/2017:
✓ Significant improvements in awareness of axSpA among
musculoskeletal radiologists: 97% now recognizing the term
axSpA; 80% and 71% aware of ASAS definitions for positive
MRI of the sacroiliac joints and spine, respectively
✓ Improved uptake of recommended imaging protocols
(69%)

Outstanding room for improvement:
� Just 35% of responding Trusts/Health boards reported
weekly meetings between radiology and rheumatology
(20% meeting fortnightly)
� Only 47% of Trusts offered a specialist axSpA clinic
� Timely access to MRI had deteriorated and one-third of
Trusts (34%, 33% and 29%, respectively) reported scans being
interpreted internally by a non-musculoskeletal radiologist,
outsourced to a specialist musculoskeletal radiologist or
outsourced to a non-musculoskeletal radiologist

Evidence supporting our recommendations:
* Presence of a specialist axSpA clinic and at least fortnightly
rheumatology/radiology meetings were associated with the
following factors likely to improve timely diagnosis of
axSpA:
- greater familiarity with the term axSpA
- greater familiarity with the national BRITSpA imaging
guidance
- greater awareness of features contributing to a positive
MRI

* Use of non-musculoskeletal radiologists (internal or
outsourced) led to lower reported familiarity with the
national imaging guidance or awareness of
recommendations on positive MRI features e thus likely to
have a detrimental impact on time to diagnosis
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Implementation of multidisciplinary teams, musculoskeletal triage services, and specialist axSpA clinics
Organizational changes within rheumatology may help improve diagnostic delay in axSpA;

whereby the implementation of multidisciplinary teams, musculoskeletal triage services, or early
SpA/IBP clinics could raise awareness of axSpA and support timely diagnoses. In Italy, the “Early SpA
Clinic” project across 19 rheumatology centers used in-depth organizational analyses to identify
areas for improvement, ultimately resulting in changes such as increased collaboration with other
hospital services for diagnostic slots (e.g., radiology) and the use of joint pathways with other de-
partments (e.g., dermatology) [96]. Implemented changes resulted in a 23% decrease in waiting lists,
a 22% decrease in referral time, and a 20% increase in rheumatology diagnoses (11% increase in SpA
diagnoses, specifically). In Ontario, Canada, an interprofessional approach to axSpA screening via
rapid access clinics for low back pain (https://www.lowbackrac.ca/) has demonstrated encouraging
results in a recent study by Passalent et al. [97]. Since 2018, these clinics have facilitated early
specialist screening/triage by extended-scope practitioners (advanced practice physiotherapists
certified in arthritis care). Passalent et al. reported 82.7% agreement of axSpA risk assignment be-
tween rheumatologists and extended-scope practitioners. The reported sensitivity of the screening/
triage process was 68%, the specificity was 90%, the positive predictive value was 80% (appropriate
referrals to rheumatology), and the negative predictive value was 84% (appropriate diversions from
rheumatology); demonstrating the potential of such roles in streamlining rheumatology services to
facilitate earlier diagnoses.

In Germany, a recent study by Knitza et al. developed a machine learning algorithm to facilitate
automated triaging of rheumatology referrals via the online referral system Rheport [98]. The authors
reported that the diagnostic accuracy of the current Rheport algorithm for inflammatory rheumatic
disease (area under the receiver operating curve [AUROC]: 0.534) could be improved with all devel-
oped machine learning models (AUROC: 0.630e0.737). Aiming for 90% sensitivity, the logistic
regression model could double the specificity from 17% to 33%. Although the models were limited by
patient-reported subjective data, with the incorporation of laboratory testing/imaging results, machine
learning models could in the future improve and standardise the diagnostic accuracy of rheumatology
triage services.
Campaigns tackling diagnostic delay

In the UK, in June 2021, the National Axial Spondyloarthritis Society (NASS) launched their pio-
neering Gold Standard Time to Diagnosis program; the world's first to set a gold standard for the
diagnosis of axSpA. Their seminal program document outlines a roadmap to reducing diagnostic delay
in the UK e developed through a national consultation process with people living with axSpA, HCPs,
professional bodies, communication experts and commissioners [99]. The bold roadmap outlines 4 key
contributors to diagnostic delay, and proposes solutions to tackle each. Governmental approaches,
supported by the All Party Parliamentary Group for axSpA, will be harnessed, including the imple-
mentation of legislation, regulation, national care recommendations, and performance management
systems; whilst simultaneously supporting hospital/HCP teams to improve care locally and develop
best practice. Ensuring that awareness of axSpA permeates both public and HCP consciousness is a key
part of the campaign. The Act on Axial SpA website provides resources for individuals who think they
may have undiagnosed axSpA, and for HCPs in rheumatology, primary and secondary care (https://
www.actonaxialspa.com/). By October 2021 (within 4 months of program launch), NASS’ campaign
had featured in 11 national media publications with a combined reach of over 101 million, and
1,264 people had used the online symptom checker (https://www.actonaxialspa.com/symptoms-
checker/) [100].

Also in June 2021, the Axial Spondyloarthritis International Federation (ASIF) launched their global
call to action and burden statement, as part of their international Delay to Diagnosis campaign [101]. In
this document, ASIF propose key recommendations to be implemented worldwide but at a national/
local level, to reduce diagnostic delay in axSpA. The report is a call to action for all stakeholders
involved in the organization, delivery, and championing of axSpA care, to help reduce the delay to
diagnosis for axSpA patients worldwide.
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Summary

Recent estimates of median diagnostic delay suggest that globally, an individual with axSpA will
wait between 2 and 6 years for a diagnosis. This time presents a window of opportunity for earlier
diagnosis and earlier intervention; which would likely have a profound impact clinically, on the in-
dividual, and potentially societally in terms of work productivity and healthcare cost savings. There are
many proposed/published strategies for improving diagnostic delay in axSpA, which require further
testing in future research, across different healthcare settings. Simple, non-burdensome strategies or
automated prompts via EHRs will be key. Rheumatology services should work directly with local
service providers in primary (such as GP practices and musculoskeletal interface services, physio-
therapy services) and secondary care (orthopedics, ophthalmology, gastroenterology, dermatology,
radiology) to establish clear referral criteria and pathways for suspected axSpA, appropriate to the local
setting. Barriers to improved diagnosis include lack of healthcare professional awareness of axSpA
features, in addition to a lack of time/incentive to adopt proposed screening tools and strategies,
highlighting the need for further robust data-driven evidence and national endorsement of these
strategies to support/improve adoption. In coming years, it will be critical to assess the impact of
recently introduced national, regional, and local initiatives and campaigns, to provide evidence for
their impact on diagnostic delay and the individual journey for the patient. Although diagnostic delay
in axSpA remains a global problem in rheumatology, it is not a lost battle. As clinicians, it is therefore of
utmost importance to strive for improved education of HCPs across both primary and secondary care;
to engage with initiatives/campaigns to improve diagnostic delay; and to advocate for the testing and
implementation of published referral strategies, recommendations, and quality standards, to ulti-
mately improve the lives of patients.
Practice points

� Delayed diagnosis in axSpA remains an extensive worldwide problem; recent estimates of
the median diagnostic delay suggesting that an individual with axSpA will likely wait be-
tween 2 and 6 years for a diagnosis

� Evidence suggests that earlier identification and referral of suspected axSpA and the resul-
tant earlier diagnosis and treatment, would likely improve both clinical outcomes for the
individual and economic outcomes for the society

� Widespread implementation of education, training and simple non-burdensome referral
strategies/prompts (within primary care and specialties treating EMMs) are recommended to
improve diagnostic delay in axSpA

� Rheumatology services should work directly with local service providers in primary (such as
GP practices and musculoskeletal interface services, physiotherapy services) and secondary
care (orthopedics, ophthalmology, gastroenterology, dermatology, radiology) to establish
clear referral criteria and pathways for suspected axSpA, appropriate to the local setting

Research agenda

� Further rigorous research is required to establish with greater certainty the patient groups
most vulnerable to experiencing diagnostic delay, and to provide further robust data on the
long-term impact of diagnostic delay on clinical and economic outcomes

� There are many published strategies for improving diagnostic delay in axSpA, which require
further robust evaluation, to build a data-driven evidence base for others to draw upon and to
support (and encourage) their widespread implementation

� In coming years, it will be critical to assess the impact of recently introduced national, regional,
and local initiatives and campaigns, to provide evidence for their impact on diagnostic delay,
clinical/economic outcomes, and most importantly, the individual journey for the patient
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